
August 7, 2020

Eva needed the kindness of strangers before her eyes were 

even open.

Only a few days old, Eva and her littermates were meowing 

loudly beneath a porch. Despite their cries, their mother 

was nowhere to be found. Without help, their chance of 

survival was slim to none.

Many shelters struggle to provide for such young kittens.

strain on already limited resources.

If CAT had not had an available foster home with access 

to the necessary supplies and support, Eva and her siblings 

may not have survived.

When you give to CAT now, you provide the resources and 

care that the most vulnerable young kittens need to stay 

alive. Your support saves kittens’ lives.

Because of people like you, CAT’s foster program has 

year. And they’re coming to us right now.

continued on back

Eva needed 

round-the-clock 

care.

She survived 

because of you.

You love kittens as 
much as we do, and 
together, we can save 
their lives. 

Dear «First Name»,

«Sequence N»



Helping Eva 

wasn’t easy,

but it was 

worth it.

You can 

save the 

lives

of more 

kittens in 

need.

Give today.

As I write this, sta� and volunteers are caring for 130 kittens 

who came into our shelter from organizations or people 

who couldn’t keep them. More requests to take in needy 

kittens are coming in daily.

You have a big heart for cats and kittens. Our foster 

program wouldn’t exist without generous cat people like you 

who care deeply about saving lives. With your continued 

support, I know we can save even more!

It takes extra sta� time and lots of supplies to prepare 

hundreds of kittens for foster homes and to train and 

support foster volunteers. Newborn kittens like Eva need 

specialized care including round-the-clock bottle feeding.

Kittens also need costly veterinary care to ensure their 

healthy growth and development.

Yes, caring for kittens is a lot of work. But it’s worth it.

A�er weeks of bottle-feedings, veterinary visits, and cuddle 

sessions, Eva and her siblings grew into adorable, healthy 

fuzzballs. �ey are alive and happy because of you.

You can save even more lives. Kittens are coming in every 

day, and they need your help!

Donate to CAT today to stock our hospital shelves and 

ensure that kittens get the loving care they need.

�ank you from Eva and all of us at CAT! 

Warmly,

Karen Green, Executive Director

P.S. You saved Eva. Help us save 1,000 kittens

this year, one Eva at a time. Donate online now at: 

catadoptionteam.ejoinme.org/givetokittens
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Every Little

Bit Helps

14175 SW Galbreath Drive
Sherwood, OR 97140-9170

Thank you for helping kittens!
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Yes!⤀관I⤀관want⤀관to⤀관help⤀관cats and kittens stay in their homes!

Enclosed⤀관is⤀관my⤀관contribution⤀관of:⤀관 ⤀관⤀관⤀관⤀관Check⤀관to⤀관CAT⤀관enclosed⤀관
⤀관⤀관⤀관⤀관⤀관$25⤀관 ⤀관⤀관⤀관⤀관Charge⤀관my⤀관credit⤀관card⤀관(please⤀관fill⤀관out⤀관information⤀관below)⤀관

$50⤀관 ⤀관⤀관⤀관⤀관⤀관I⤀관would⤀관like⤀관to⤀관join⤀관the⤀관Meow⤀관Team⤀관by⤀관making⤀관a⤀관monthly⤀관donation.⤀관
⤀관⤀관⤀관⤀관⤀관You⤀관may⤀관charge⤀관my⤀관credit⤀관card⤀관$⤀관______⤀관each⤀관month.⤀관

$100⤀관 ⤀관⤀관⤀관⤀관⤀관(please⤀관fill⤀관out⤀관information⤀관below)⤀관

$250⤀관

⤀관⤀관⤀관⤀관⤀관$500⤀관

Other⤀관$________⤀관 Your⤀관gift⤀관saves⤀관lives⤀관–⤀관thank⤀관you!⤀관

For⤀관credit card⤀관donations, please complete the following:

Card #________________________________________________________⤀관 Sec. Code⤀관__________⤀관Exp. Date⤀관________________________

Cardholder’s Signature⤀관______________________________________________________________________________________________

Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________City/State/Zip_____________________________________

Email (not required): ______________________________________________________________⤀관 I want to receive⤀관CAT’s monthly eTails.

I wish⤀관to help CAT⤀관conserve resources –⤀관please do⤀관not send⤀관me a thank you⤀관letter for my gift

You⤀관may⤀관also⤀관donate⤀관securely⤀관online⤀관at⤀관catadoptionteam.ejoinme.org/spay

CAT⤀관does⤀관not⤀관sell,⤀관share,⤀관or⤀관rent⤀관your⤀관donor⤀관information.⤀관Donations⤀관to⤀관CAT⤀관are⤀관tax⤀관deductible⤀관as⤀관allowed⤀관by⤀관law.⤀관

Yes!⤀관I⤀관want⤀관to⤀관help⤀관cats and kittens stay in their homes!

Enclosed⤀관is my contribution⤀관of: Check to⤀관CAT enclosed
$25 Charge my credit card⤀관(please⤀관fill⤀관out⤀관information⤀관below)

$50⤀관 I would⤀관like⤀관to⤀관join⤀관the⤀관Meow Team by making a monthly donation.
You may charge⤀관my credit card $ ______ each month.

$100 (please⤀관fill⤀관out⤀관information⤀관below)

$250⤀관

$500⤀관

Other $________⤀관 Your gift saves lives –⤀관thank you!

For⤀관credit⤀관card⤀관donations,⤀관please⤀관complete⤀관the⤀관following:⤀관⤀관

Card⤀관#________________________________________________________⤀관⤀관Sec.⤀관Code⤀관__________⤀관Exp.⤀관Date⤀관________________________⤀관

Cardholder’s⤀관Signature⤀관______________________________________________________________________________________________⤀관

Name:⤀관____________________________________________________________________________________________________________⤀관

Address:⤀관__________________________________________________________City/State/Zip_____________________________________⤀관

Email⤀관(not⤀관required):⤀관______________________________________________________________⤀관 ⤀관I⤀관want⤀관to⤀관receive⤀관CAT’s⤀관monthly⤀관eTails.⤀관

⤀관⤀관⤀관⤀관⤀관⤀관I⤀관wish⤀관to⤀관help⤀관CAT⤀관conserve⤀관resources⤀관–⤀관please⤀관do⤀관not⤀관send⤀관me⤀관a⤀관thank⤀관you⤀관letter⤀관for⤀관my⤀관gift⤀관

You⤀관may⤀관also⤀관donate⤀관securely⤀관online⤀관at⤀관catadoptionteam.ejoinme.org/spay

CAT⤀관does⤀관not⤀관sell,⤀관share,⤀관or⤀관rent⤀관your⤀관donor⤀관information.⤀관Donations⤀관to⤀관CAT⤀관are⤀관tax⤀관deductible⤀관as⤀관allowed⤀관by⤀관law.⤀관

Yes! I want to help save ki琀琀ens’ lives!

You may also donate securely online at catadop琀椀onteam.ejoinme.org/givetoki琀琀ens

CAT does not sell, share, or rent your donor informa琀椀on. Dona琀椀ons to CAT are tax deduc琀椀ble as allowed by law.
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